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Foreword
As well as being a definitive guide to portable hardness testing, this book is 
a celebration of continuous innovation and achievement in this specialist 
field. Since the dawn of civilization, humans have striven to learn more 
about their world and the materials they use. The need to know about 
material hardness values sprang from the early beginnings of the industrial 
age, when mass production began and demand for products progressively 
expanded, creating new markets. At each stage, engineers have embraced 
the latest methods and tools to deliver leading edge results. Today, we are 
able to harness the power of digital technologies to satisfy our need for 
knowledge and advance our capabilities.

In a world where protecting our planet – notably from the effects of climate change – has 
become a number one priority, it is essential that we have access to the best and latest data 
about our built environment and the quality of the materials we rely on. It is an era in which we 
must focus relentlessly on reducing our carbon footprint and this means making the things we 
build endure through preventative inspection and maintenance – or, ultimately, repurposing or 
strengthening existing structures, using only those materials absolutely necessary for the task 
and recycling wherever possible. Good engineering, driven by quality data, can help us here.
This is where Screening Eagle Technologies comes in – with its innovative, software first, 
connected and portable testing solutions, which offer the most comprehensive data about 
structures and materials of many types. Although the company was created relatively recently, 
the Screening Eagle story actually began in the 1950s, with the foundation of Proceq in Zurich, 
Switzerland. This was a company formed to provide high quality Swiss-engineered equipment 
to support the construction industry and evolved to specialize in portable Non-Destructive 
Testing (NDT) equipment used in many further industries. From manufacturing to aviation 
and automobiles to paper and beyond, the company’s offering radically changed the way 
we worked. It may be interesting to note and perhaps a sign of things to come, that Proceq 
became a world leader with its first innovation – the pioneering concrete test hammer which 
was developed in collaboration with the civil engineer and bridge builder Ernst O. Schmidt and 
which, for the first time, used a patented rebound measuring process. 
Since those early days, Proceq continued to develop an astonishing range of innovative new 
portable testing instruments, for example the hugely versatile Equotip – which, since Proceq 
invented the Leeb hardness test principle in 1975, has become established as a globally  
recognized brand for portable hardness testing and a de facto industry standard.



Through the years, Equotip and the whole family of portable NDT products – responding to 
the needs of many different industries and materials – further evolved to embrace digital  
technologies and even greater user-friendly features.
Meanwhile, in 2015, Screening Eagle Dreamlab Pte Ltd was established and based in  
Singapore’s state-of-the-art Fusionopolis cluster. This software and robotics company  
was working on cross-disciplinary R&D projects, leveraging the novel technologies and capabil-
ities of various Singapore-based research platforms. The premier initiative of Screening Eagle 
Dreamlab was the Virtual Inspection Platform – a vision to create a holistic software based 
platform for asset data visualization and management that today, powers all of Screening Eagle 
Technologies inspection tech products and solutions to help ensure optimal performance of 
infrastructure investment worth around US$57 trillion globally. In addition to tapping into global 
trends of virtual and augmented reality, the Internet of Things, mobile computing, big data, 
cloud computing and wearable technology, this new facility also fostered frequent interactions 
with customers and partners in the region.
Then, in a move which was to totally revolutionize the portable NDT sector, Proceq and Screen-
ing Eagle Dreamlab became part of Screening Eagle Technologies in 2019 in order to address 
the challenges facing our assets and infrastructure with leading edge inspection technology. 
Now, Screening Eagle products are a perfect and harmonious blend of hardware and software. 
Our goal is the leveraging and democratization of data to drive preventative inspection and 
maintenance decisions using augmented reality, artificial intelligence, sensors and a software 
first approach. There’s a huge mountain to climb if we are to meet global carbon reduction 
targets, but by taking those first difficult steps together – as a global community of experts 
– it can be done.
Meanwhile, in this book, we invite you to explore with us the nature of hardness and why it’s
important, along with examples of the many industries which rely on hardness testing to
achieve the required quality in their work. Then, you can discover the range of hardness test-
ing methods – from the early stages to state-of-the-art testing capabilities. Next, parameters
for testing are defined in the chapter about optimal method selection, followed by a chapter
on standardization for portable hardness testing. The all-important issues of instrument
verification and data management are also examined in depth. There’s a wealth of
information about practical applications too, answering many questions about issues that
might be encountered while preparing for and performing hardness testing. Along the way,
there are helpful tips and case studies.
In publishing this comprehensive guidebook, we hope also to inform, educate and inspire all
who work in the inspection field to continue their vital work and encourage them to use only
quality solutions. More than anything, we hope you will enjoy reading this definitive work on
portable hardness testing and that you will join us on the Screening Eagle mission to Protect
the Built World.

Marcel Poser 
CEO & Co-founder, Screening Eagle Technologies





“The measure of 
intelligence is the 
ability to change.” 
Albert Einstein
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The requirements relating to metallic materials and their practical application 
in different constructions, components, installations and machines are 
increasing continuously. Aspects like safety and economic efficiency are the 
major focus, along with potential liability issues, which must also be considered.
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What is hardness?
For these reasons, a reliable characterization of the materials used –
including a quantitative assessment of the corresponding parameters 
and material properties – plays a predominant role. Ultimately, materials 
testing and characterization not only increases the lifetime and, thus, the 
efficiency of metallic parts and products, but also leads to greater safety 
and reliability!

The selection, as well as condition monitor-
ing, of a material for a specific application is 
mainly based on the physical, chemical and 
primarily mechanical properties. The main 
purpose and goal of materials testing is to 
quantitatively characterize the properties of 
the different materials using specific param-
eters and concrete numerical quantity values.
Hardness testing, due to its quick and easy 
execution, remains the most frequently used 
method for obtaining information about the 
mechanical properties of the material. This 
guide will help the user find the best-suited tool 
for the specific application and highlight what 
has to be considered to get reliable results.
Hardness is not a fundamental property of 
a material itself, but rather a response to a 
particular test method. 
Basically, hardness values are arbitrary and 
for that reason no absolute standards for 
hardness exist. Hardness has no quantitative 
value, except in terms of a given load applied 
in a specific, reproducible manner and with 
a specified indenter shape. Therefore, the  
definition of hardness clearly differs from that 
of strength, which describes the resistivity  
of a specific material against deformation  
and separation.

As a result, there is no single hardness test-
ing method or scale which can be used for all 
potential hardness testing applications. The 
many hardness scales existing today are a 
result of historical development, but also show 
that, for different materials and applications, 
different hardness testing methods have to 
be used. As a matter of fact, there is no sin-
gle hardness testing method that is perfectly 
suitable for all applications.
Hardness can be described as a measure 
of the resistance to localized deformation 
induced by either mechanical indentation or 
abrasion. Derived from this definition, there are 
two general methods for measuring hardness 
– abrasion and indentation.
However, the term ‘hardness’ is also used to 
describe the wear resistance of materials. 
For example, hard optical lenses are more 
resistant to potential scratches, heat-treated 
gear teeth wear down more slowly, hardened 
blades or knives stay sharp for longer. Never-
theless, in some cases a higher hardness is 
correlated with an increased brittleness, which 
unfortunately is the trade-off. A high hardness 
value is not always beneficial – for example, in 
weld inspection and HAZ (heat affected zone).
In summary, hardness testing is a quick, rela-
tively inexpensive non-destructive test which 
is used to characterize materials and deter-
mine if they are suitable for their intended use.

Abrasion method

Hardness of materials can be 
assessed by resistance to  
scratching or cutting. This is an easy 
method for determining the relative 
hardness of materials. This is why  
it has been used for many years, 
although the use of this method  
does not provide accurate numeric 
data or scales especially for modern 
metals or materials.

Indentation method

Hardness can also be determined  
by measuring the resistance of the 
material against the penetration  
of a specific indenter – the indenter 
must be harder, else it is the indenter 
which is "tested" not the material. 
Depending on the indentation system, 
which includes the indenter itself as 
well as the test load applied, different 
hardness values or scales are used in 
the practical field.

Rebound method

A third general method, which is  
later on described extensively within 
this book is a rebound method that  
is based on a loss of velocity of the 
impact body after it rebounds from 
the inspected surface.
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Often it’s not hardness in isolation that is 
of interest. Hardness is often measured for 
its correlation with other material parame-
ters that are otherwise difficult to measure 
or require destructive testing in order to be 
characterized. The most important of these 
parameters are tensile strength, ductility and 
elasticity.
Strength, for example, correlates to hardness 
and hence can be established through approx-
imation from the hardness measurement. 
Direct measurement of tensile strength is a 
destructive and time-consuming method. 

Portable hardness testing is a non-destructive 
method, which allows a good estimation of 
the material’s strength.
Furthermore, other material parameters 
such as texture variation, wear characteris-
tics, fatigue resistance, toughness or even 
corrosion can be monitored using portable 
hardness testing methods.
Every day tens of thousands of companies 
conduct hardness measurements to ensure 
that the specific requirements of a product are 
reached or maintained to ensure the required 
quality and safety.

Why is hardness one of the  
most important parameters?
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Applications for  
hardness testing
Hardness measurements are used in a wide variety of industries at many 
production levels, from process control to quality control of manufactured 
products to the regulated monitoring of material performance during use, 
for example condition monitoring or lifetime assessment and extension. 
Many industries regularly carry out hardness testing and, typically, these are 
businesses within the automotive, oil and gas, machinery and manufacturing 
and aerospace sectors. However, there are also many less conventional users 
of and uses for hardness testing. The following pages offer an insight into 
both the traditional and not-so-traditional applications for hardness testing.
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Driving quality for the  
automotive sector
Automotive manufacturing involves many different components and routine 
hardness testing is carried out in several areas. Components where quality 
of materials and manufacture is regularly subjected to hardness testing 
include engine blocks and cylinders, shafts, gears, brake systems, coils 
and panels.

The production and assembly of a whole range of high quality, precision-engineered compo-
nents is required in automobile manufacture. Hardness testing plays a crucial role in ensuring 
that these parts have been manufactured correctly and that they will perform according to 
specification during the operational lifetime of that vehicle. 
The following paragraphs describe the three foremost examples of where hardness testing 
is used in the automotive sector. 

Combustion engines

Engine cylinder blocks and cylinder heads are heat treated to optimize their resistance to 
excessive wear and tear – and to ensure a long lifetime for the whole engine. 
Hardness tests are most commonly carried out on aluminum components and determine 
whether or not they meet the required parameters. Wrong hardness values not only compromise 
the lifetime, but can also damage tools during the next steps in the manufacturing process. 
It is also common practice to conduct hardness testing on used engine parts, after repairs 
for example, to check whether long-term exposure to heat has caused any change in the 
hardness or materials integrity. 

Shafts

Hardness is an important parameter for ensuring the quality of cam- and crankshafts of 
automotive engines. 
A hardness value which is too low indicates problems during the quenching process. This 
results in low strength and low abrasion performance of the crankshaft. On the other hand, if 
hardness values are too high, then this can lead to brittleness and failure. 
Therefore, the hardness must be carefully checked and monitored constantly to find and solve 
problems quickly. Otherwise, entire crankshaft batches may need to be scrapped.

Gears

Transmission gears are not only present within this sector but also belong to the machinery 
sector too. For example, gears are used in cranes too – where they require hardness testing 
before being installed onto the main unit. If the hardness is not within the specified standard, 
damage to the whole crane system may be caused.

1 Cylinder head block –  
 hardness testing is used  
to determine whether 
components meet the 
required parameters.

2 Inspection of automotive 
shaft with Equotip UCI.

3 Whether for automotive or 
industrial use, transmission 
gears must be hardness 
tested, else risk damage to 
the whole installation.
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Maximizing quality  
for all streams
The oil and gas industry touches just about every area of our lives – 
producing fuel for vehicles and heating installations, as well as playing a 
role in the creation of many other products – from medicines to sporting 
equipment and cosmetics. Typically, hardness testing is carried out for 
plants and pipelines, pressurized vessels, flanges and wellhead equipment.

Plants and pipelines

Power plant inspectors and operators place a high value on checking that the hardness of 
pipes and welds lies within certain ranges for steel with different alloy contents. 
The reason is that the hardness of the material is related to its brittleness. If the hardness is 
too high, then the material is too brittle. If the hardness is too low, the material is insufficiently 
strong to withstand loading conditions typical during operation. Both cases can lead to cracks 
and, in a worst case scenario, dangerous failures. 
However, checking only once is insufficient. The hardness of pipes and welds in power plants 
can also change over time due to cyclic thermal loading. Heat treatment or even uncontrolled 
thermal history leads to microstructural changes and thus also the change of mechanical 
properties. The most obvious example here is Heat Affected Zones (HAZ), which are affected 
by the thermal history of the metal joint and surrounding material. 
Power plant environments offer a wide array of accessibility challenges for those tasked with 
monitoring and maintenance. For example, pipes and welds are typically located at great 
heights or in confined locations without much space for sensing devices. 

Pressurized vessels and wellhead equipment

Similarly to pipelines and plants, pressurized vessels and wellhead equipment represent areas 
where the components must meet rigorous safety criteria before installation and throughout 
the entire service life of the components. Hardness checks are conducted before and after 
forming, as well as during operation of the equipment 

1 Inspectors in the oil and gas 
industry place a high value  
on checking that the hardness 
of pipes and welds lies within 
certain ranges for steel with 
different alloy contents. 

2 Flange test with the Equotip 
Leeb D and wrist-mounted iOS 
device to enhance manual 
maneuverability.
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Keeping the wheels of 
industry turning
The machinery and manufacturing sectors are broad and highly-diver sified. 
Their output consists usually of items destined for post-processing, that are 
used within multiple branches across various industry segments. As such, 
hardness testing acts as a crucial guide to the quality and characteristics of 
the goods on their production lines. Typical applications are shown below.

Coils

Many companies in this field need a solution to quickly verify roll hardness throughout the 
various processes involved in roll production. Constant quality control of these products  
guarantees the high quality of the final product, prevents molding machine failures – and saves 
a huge amount of money, manpower and machine downtime.

Bars and pipes

Steel bars made of different types of steel are widely used in construction. The initial hardness 
test determines whether the required mechanical properties are met. This is easily conducted 
through non-destructive hardness testing which, in contrast to conventional analysis, does not 
involve cutting of the test piece, transportation and subsequent analysis. 
It is also important to highlight that different materials provide different strengths which are 
required for different areas in construction. Thus, it is essential to confirm the material type 
of a certain batch of steel bars and ensure they are delivered to the right place. However, it is 
sometimes difficult to figure out the steel type from the appearance of steel bars. Hardness 
values are normally used as an indication for distinguishing different steel types, for example 
during incoming goods inspection.

Heat-treated products

Heat treatment changes the material properties through microstructure modification during 
pre-defined and programmed thermal processing. 
There are various heat treatment processes – such as annealing, quenching, carburizing, 
nitriding, case hardening etc – that require verification of heat treatment and process control 
by monitoring the hardness values of processed materials. 

Wires and rods

Manufactured wires are very often post-processed into various products. The mechanical 
properties are again key role parameters, not only for ensuring the product quality, but also 
for preventing equipment failures and extending equipment life. 
Due to its small size, wire testing is a not a trivial process – but can be easily executed by 
non-destructive hardness testing. It is worth noting that even wires for medical applications 
are successfully tested with Equotip Portable Rockwell testing equipment on a daily basis. 

1 Rolls of cold-rolled steel 
stored in the form of coils 
– constant quality control in 
the various processes 
involved in their production 
guarantees a high quality  
final product. 

2 Bulky bar being tested with  
Equotip Leeb G probe.

3 Portable Rockwell mounted 
into a clamp adapter for rods 
and wires inspection.
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1 Quality and precision 
engineering in the aerospace 
industry is supported by 
hardness testing in a number 
of specific areas.

2 Aircraft landing gear is 
subjected to portable 
hardness testing during 
regular maintenance 
schedules to ensure 
continued safe performance.

Looking to the skies
Turbine blades, casings and housings, panels, cast objects and landing 
gear are all prime candidates for hardness testing within the aerospace 
industry. As well as during their initial manufacture, these components are 
also the subjects of routine hardness testing during the service life of an 
aircraft. Here, as for many industry applications, portable hardness testing 
is a crucial part of everyday operations.

Hydraulic lines

Metal hydraulic lines must be bent into shape to fit the application. This bending can lead to 
work hardening and subsequent brittleness that can lead to cracking. Portable hardness testers 
can test each bend to confirm that the hardness level is appropriate for the service design.

Heat exchangers

Heat exchangers in the aerospace industry are required to keep critical electronics within 
specified operational temperature, as well as to ensure passenger comfort. The various com-
ponents within a heat exchanger must be brazed or welded together, such as supply tubes 
to the tube sheet. These connections must not be too hard or else the resulting brittleness 
leads to premature failure. The Equotip Portable Rockwell is ideally suited for testing these 
thinner materials.

Landing gear

Aircraft landing gear must perform under severe loading conditions and this requires precise 
heat treatment to achieve the needed strength and durability. Hardness testing of landing 
gear can give an indication of the carbon content in the landing gear alloy which is important 
to meet design goals. Too little carbon (decarburization) will be soft and lead to a weak spot 
that can cause fatigue failure overload cycles. Too much carbon (carburization) can cause 
brittleness and serve as a starting point for stress cracking. Portable hardness testing ensures 
that the landing gear itself is fit for purpose instead of relying upon test coupons processed 
alongside the landing gear.
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Into space and down to Earth
From outer space to ocean-going products and core samples from deep 
beneath our planet's surface, there are many further applications where 
hardness measurements are needed. For inspiration and to demonstrate 
how versatile hardness measurement can be, the following examples are 
shared to show some of the most interesting and unconventional solutions 
that have been implemented using portable hardness testing devices over 
recent years.

Space exploration industry

The Equotip Portable Rockwell hardness tester has been used to quality assure the SpaceX 
rocket, which is now regularly taking a new generation of astronauts into space, opening up 
new horizons for exploration.
Meanwhile, Ana Pires, researcher and astronaut, has tested the Equotip Leeb D device in lunar 
gravity conditions. She was working on a project targeted to fit a remote probe/drone with an 
Equotip product for future on-site investigation of rocks on the moon. 

Marine and shipping industries

Back on Earth and thanks to their portability, simple operation and high accuracy, Equotip 
portable hardness testers are also proving to be handy instruments for checking the hardness 
of incoming raw materials and finished goods for quality control purposes.

Rock core testing for oil and gas sector

Before drilling, oil and gas companies pull sample rock cores from the planned drill site and 
perform a thorough geophysical evaluation of the rock structure. The hardness test is one of 
the key methods for categorizing the rock cores.
From the results of the rock structure categorization, a detailed plan can be created to optimize 
the extraction of the resource. In order to properly evaluate the rock structure, thousands of 
data points have to be collected every day. This requires that the test be easily and quickly 
performed and the results are highly repeatable. 
Screening Eagle customers use Equotip Leeb D not only to quickly and accurately check the 
hardness of rock cores, but also to manage through build-in web data storage the massive 
number of data points gathered daily.

1 Quality assurance for the 
SpaceX program has been 
supported by Equotip 
Portable Rockwell hardness 
testing. Pictured here is the 
Dragon spacecraft being 
propelled into orbit by a 
Falcon9 rocket, both parts of 
the fleet being developed and 
manufactured by SpaceX.

2 Hardness testing of rocks in a 
lunar gravity simulated 
through parabolic flights on 
board Falcon Aircraft.

3 A massive number of rock 
core samples obtained 
through drilling can be 
evaluated efficiently with 
portable hardness testing.
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Hardness testing in and 
around the built environment
Hardness testing has a major role to play in ensuring the safe and continued 
performance of many kinds of structure within the built world.

Post-tensioning systems

Building and specialist engineering companies use hardness testing to measure the hardness 
of post-tensioning tendons and steel beams during both construction and rehabilitation of 
buildings and bridges. 
Load-carrying components such as anchor heads and bearing trumplates are of key impor-
tance for post-tensioning (PT) systems for buildings and bridges. Before being shipped to 
customers and installed on-site, the hardness of these components should be checked to 
ensure they are of sufficient strength. Normally a certain number of samples from each batch 
are checked – and, if one of the samples does not meet the hardness requirement, then the 
entire batch gets scrapped. 
Screening Eagle customers use Equotip 550 Leeb D to measure the hardness of batches of 
anchor heads and bearing trumplates in, for example, the storage room or workshop of a plant. 
The rebound method gives accurate results on large and heavy load-carrying components. While 
at the same time, instead of taking the large parts to a benchtop machine, it is very convenient 
for inspectors simply to carry the portable device with them and do the measurements quickly 
on different samples from different batches.

Fire damage assessment through structural steel hardness testing

After a fire in a building, it is nearly impossible to assess through visual inspection whether the 
steel beams underwent any deformation or microstructural changes that affect the material's 
parameters. However, with the aid of an Equotip portable hardness tester, this question was 
answered and conclusive evidence was provided showing that the steel beam had retained 
its original design strength at 275 N/mm2 (275 MPa) after the fire incident.

Archaeological investigations 

Researchers at the UNESCO World Heritage Site at Mogao Caves in China were studying the 
conservation of ancient sites with rebound hammers. They came to the conclusion that the 
impact energy for a safe assessment of these ancient ruins was too high. A solution was found 
in Equotip – using less impact energy and a smaller impact body. The device worked perfectly 
for this application and the researchers really appreciated its ease of portability.

1 Hardness testing is used to  
measure hardness of the 
post-tensioning tendons and 
steel beams during the 
construction or rehabilitation 
of structures.

2 Design strength of beams, 
following a fire, can be  
verified with portable 
hardness testing.

3 Important load bearing 
components of post-
tensioning systems can be 
checked for strength before 
shipping and installation  
on site.

4 The UNESCO World Heritage 
Site at Mogao Caves in China.
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Testing on gigantic saws

Gigantic saws are used in stone mills to cut rocks into different shapes and sizes. It is essential 
for saw manufacturers to check that the hardness of the product is within the specifications 
to ensure the best cutting performance and guarantee a sustainable product life time. Using 
stationary testing machines is always challenging due to the mechanical dimensions of these 
saws. Of course it is also not feasible to cut out a sample piece for hardness testing. For this 
particular application the Equotip 550 Portable Rockwell offers easy-to-use testing solutions 
for measurements on site without needing to move the test object. Its uniquely designed probe 
is well-suited to collect hardness readings at different test locations on the object and at the 
same time provides users with unmatched data accuracy.

Rolling mills

Rolling is a metal forming process in which metal stock is passed through one or more pairs 
of rolls to reduce the thickness and to make the thickness uniform. Rolls are easily worn out 
during the metalworking process due to metal fatigue, stress and temperature change. The 
Equotip Leeb hardness testing method is commonly used to monitor performance of rolls and 
to signal roll change when surface hardness deviates from specification.

Generator stator wedges

Loose stator wedges inside a turbine generator can lead to vibration of stator coils and pre-
mature wear of the insulation. This can eventually lead to electrical failure of the generator, 
causing a forced outage of the power plant. The traditional, empirical approach for checking 
the tightness requires tapping each wedge with a hammer, listening to the sound and then 
judging the tightness based on prior experience with the method. Unsurprisingly, the results 
produced by this way are highly open to subjective interpretation by methods experts, making 
it practically impossible to achieve quality assurance in a scalable and reliable manner. Our 
customer now utilizes Equotip 550 Leeb D/G to measure the tightness of stator wedges in 
power plants across the USA.

Testing of forging dies

Testing and verifying the hardness of forging dies weighing 100 kg (440 lbs) or more is a 
very cumbersome and heavy task. Each die requires lifting, transportation by a fork truck and 
extensive manual labor upon a measurement on a benchtop device. The entire procedure 
can be speeded up with the application of the portable hardness testing method. The Equotip 
550 Portable Rockwell and Equotip 550 UCI hardness testers meet all requirements to per-
form such testing – they replace the awkward process of lifting each die using a fork truck, 
and enable testing to be carried out directly on the part. The Equotip 550 Portable Rockwell 
requires no change in the current surface preparation method; however, the major benefit is 
the saving of much time and the resolution of any potential safety issues that may otherwise 
arise through manual heavy load handling. The instrument’s versatility allows a quick change 
of testing methods, thus ensuring an even faster test on other components that do not share 
the same test method requirements.

1 Portable hardness testing 
overcomes the challenges 
associated with testing large 
items, such as these gigantic 
saws used in stone mills. 

2 Forging dies are an obvious 
case where portable hardness 
testing delivers great benefits.

3 The tightness of stator 
wedges in power plants can 
be measured with the Equotip 
550 Leeb D/G.

4 Industrial-scale rolling mills. 
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